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The strength was so great that the paint on that wall burst open, and a dent
was vaguely added, which shows how powerful Lin Ziming’s punch was!
call……
Lin Ziming let out a long sigh, and Chu Xuan, who was almost ten meters
away from him, could feel his breath, like a powerful fan, it made her feel
cold!
Suddenly the whole room was absolutely quiet, and everyone was
dumbfounded.
No, it should be said that they were frightened. It was completely a
manifestation of subversion and shock. Now their minds are blank. At that
moment, they all lost their perception and were frightened by Lin Ziming.
For them, before today, they didn’t know that people could reach such a
realm. They believed that the boxers and Sanda athletes on TV were the
pinnacle of human fighting.
However, it was only now that they discovered that the original human
fighting ability can reach such a realm!
Lin Ziming won. In fact, he knew from the beginning that he knew what he
was capable of, but he still underestimated the opponent, and actually forced
out his 80% strength to kill the opponent.
This punch slapped out his energy, and all his internal energy was instilled
in the opponent’s chest, which directly knocked his chest down, not just as
simple as a fracture.
This way the other party can’t live.
Because of the huge movement that happened just now, many neighbors
were attracted out, thinking it was an earthquake, Lin Ziming went out in
time, greeted them, and then closed the door so as not to cause panic among
these neighbors.
Now, Lin Ziming became the sole ruler of the whole house. When Lin
Ziming’s gaze fell on Ma Long, he immediately shook his body severely,
and his face instantly turned pale, his fear was extremely extreme, and he
knelt directly in the woods. In front of Ming, he slapped himself with a slap
and slapped himself, crying and begging for mercy, “Dong Lin, I was wrong
Dong Lin! Please, my lord, regardless of the villain’s fault, this time I’m a
fart, let me go. I promise I won’t dare to trouble you again in the future!”
Lin Ziming didn’t bother to pay attention to him, kicked him directly,
kicked him out, and passed out to death.
His violent behavior shocked both Liu Suhong and Chu Huaxiong, and gave
rise to fear! Especially Liu Suhong, she is shivering now. Speaking of it, she
was the one who bullied Lin Ziming the most in the Chu family. Not only
did Lin Ziming wash her underwear, but she also often gave Lin Ziming
rancid food and exchanged it. He tried to humiliate Lin Ziming just to drive
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Lin Ziming out.
But now, Lin Ziming is not a waste at all, but a big man, and now she is
finished! If Lin Ziming asked her to settle the accounts, she would not even
have the opportunity to resist.
So she was now pale and trembling with fright.
She didn’t even dare to look directly at Lin Ziming.
As for Chu Xuan, it is even more needless to say. She is now both
dumbfounded and regretful. She can’t understand why Lin Ziming, who has
been wasteful for so long, suddenly becomes so powerful, and becomes an
existence that she absolutely can’t provoke. I even regretted that she was so
obsessed with her heart that she ran over to betray Chu Fei and caused such
a big thing.
Now Lin Ziming’s eyes swept over, and she immediately broke her mind.
She knelt before Lin Ziming without hesitation, and kowtowed her head to
apologize and beg for mercy, “Brother-in-law, brother-in-law! I was
wrong…I was obsessed with it, listen. After Ma Long’s slander, I…I don’t
want to betray you and Feifei sister, ooh…I don’t want to die yet, can you
let me go, I beg you… …. I am willing to be a cow and a horse for you, a
slave and a maidservant, oh oh oh…”
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